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Ross' Goose (Anser rossi) 

Venango Trail Golf Course, Allegheny County, PA 
March 13, 1999 

by Mike Fialkovich 

A Ross' Goose was discovered on the property of Mine Safety Appliance company in 
Cranberry Township, Butler County, Pennsylvania by Mark Williams who is employed 
there. Mark kept watch on the goose, alerted other birders of its presence, and offered to 
take them onto the property to observe the bird. 

I had the opportunity to see it on 3/13/99. By this time the bird was moving between a 
pond on the Mine Safety property to one on a nearby golf course. Mark asked the owner 
for permission to enter the golf course to study the bird, and that is where I saw it. 
Venango Trail Golf Course is located in Warrendale, northern Allegheny County. 

Description: 

• A small goose, noticeably smaller than the Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) it was 
associating with. Recognized as a goose by its build and size (larger and longer 
necked than any duck). 

• The bird was white overall with black primaries (showing as black tips to the folded 
wings), a short thick neck, rounded head, and short stubby bill. 

• Head and neck: white. Head round, neck thick. This gave the bird a short, squat 
appearance. The head of a Snow Goose is longer, and not rounded. The steep 
forehead of the Ross' Goose accentuates the head shape. 

• Body, wings, and tail, pure white. Primaries black. Only the tips could be seen as the 
wing was folded. I did not see the bird in flight. 

• Bill: orange/flesh with a darker area at the base. From the distance I observed the 
bird, the dark, warty area around the base of the bill could not be seen in detail, but 
the character was noticeable viewing the bird through a scope. 

• Legs and feet: dull orange/flesh. 
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Comparison with Snow Goose 

The most likely bird this species would be confused with is the Snow Goose (Anser 
caeru/escens). Snow Geese are larger, have longer necks, and more oval shaped heads 
(in profile). This bird had a short, thick neck with a rounded head and small overall body 
size. 

The bill of the Snow Goose is longer with black edges on the gape. The Ross' lacks the 
black along the gape. In addition, the Ross' bill is much shorter and stubbier compared to 
a Snow Goose giving it a rather triangular shape in profile. The Ross' also shows the 
dark warty area to the base of the bill. The bird I observed had these characters. 

Experience 

I have seen thousands of Snow Geese in Delaware, Virginia, New Jersey and 
Pennsylvania. I have also seen several Ross' Geese in Delaware, New Jersey, and 
Southeastern Pennsylvania. The Ross' Geese I've seen where all associated with flocks 
of Snow Geese where both species were easily compared. 



SPECIES: Ross's Goose (Chen rossii) 

DATE: 7 March 1999 TIME OF OBSERVATION: 1315-1345 

LOCATION: Cranberry Woods, Cranberry Township, Butler County PA; 
at a 2-acre pond with a woodlot on two sides, and a road 
and research buildings on two sides, in a rustic setting. 

OBSERVER: Paul Hess, 1412 Hawthorne St., Natrona Heights PA 15065 
(Observing with me were Deborah Hess and Mark Williams) 

WEATHER & LIGIIT: Clear sky; bright sun behind us; ideal conditions 

OPTICS, DISTANCE: Kowa TSN-822 scope at 60X, from 50-60 yards 

BEHAVIOR: Feeding among a loose flock of several dozen Canada Geese 
on snow-covered ground along the edge of the pond. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Size: dwarfed by the accompanying Canada Geese -- less than half 
their height and bulk. No other waterfowl species were present for 
direct comparison. 

Plumage: entirely white, except for black primaries prominently 
visible on the standing bird. No dusky immature markings; a fully 
adult bird and probably a old male judging by the extent of the 
basal blue-gray band around the bill. 

Overall shape: A compact goose with a proportionally rather thick
looking neck relative to its length even when extended in the alert 
posture. 

Head shape: Small and distinctly rounded, with the forehead arching 
upward from the bill to the rounded crown. No angular appearance 
and no peak at the rear of the crown. 

Bill shape: Conspicuously small and stubby an equilateral 
triangle, with the length from base to tip approximately equal to 
the top-to-bottom depth at base. The base formed a straight 
vertical line next to the cheek plumage, and the "bill process" at 
upper end of the base did not extend backward toward the eye. 

Bill color: Distal three-fourths rich, dark reddish-pink; proximal 
one-fourth a bluish-gray band completely around the base; a thin 
dark line where the mandibles meet. (What appeared to be a small 
dull yellowish spot was evident at the base of the upper mandible; 
I have no idea what this was, or if it will be apparent in the 
photographs . ) 

Legs and feet: pink 
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ROSS'S GOOSE 

Cranberry Woods, Cranberry Twp., Butler County, PA, 7 March 1999. 

Weather: 22 Fahrenheit, Sunny 

Observers: Mark Williams, Paul Hess, Walt Shaffer 

I first observed the bird, at about 50 feet on a pond, later 
with Paul Hess it was seen at about 150 to 200 feet across the 
pond, and still later with Walt Shaffer, it was observed and 
extensively photographed at about 20 to 30 feet standing 
beside the road. It was in the company of Canada Geese, no 
Snow Geese for comparison. 

The first thing that struck me with the naked eye, was the 
small size and shape of the bird. It had an overall stubby 
appearance, with a short thick neck, and short stubby bill, 
differently proportioned from my recollection of Snow Goose, 
and smaller to my eye. I would say half way between the size 
of Canada Goose and Mallard. The base of the bill was dark 
blue-black or blue-gray. The dark area was narrowest at the 
top of the bill where it meets the forehead, and widened out 
underneath the nostril slit. The nostril slit was nearer the 
base than the tip of the bill, and there was a small yellow 
spot above the basal end of the nostril slit. The bill as 
narrow at the tip, almost pointed, when viewed head on with 
the head lowered. The majority of the bill and the legs were 
pink. It was all white except for black primaries. The 
appearance of the "lips" varied with the position of the head 
in the sunlight. With the head fully up in direct sunlight 
there was no indication of a black grinning patch. With the 
head lower a pencil thin dark stripe appeared, thought by this 
observer to be a shadow. This dark stripe was consistently 
thin along the whole length of the bill. It did not appear as 
on Snow Goose which gives the impression that the mandibles 
only meet at the tip, with the black grinning patch widening 
from the tip to the middle of the bill and then narrowing 
again toward the base. With the head fully lowered, and 
feeding considerable black was visible, believed by this 
observer to be a black gape. The line of feathering where the 
base of the bill meets the face was straight and vertical. 

Mark Williams, 208 Country Club Hts., Butler PA Hi002 
724-586-5890 < mwilliam@zbzoom.net > 
Submitted: 7 March 1999 



Record No.: 112-01-1999 

Pennsylvania Ornithological Records Committee 

Voting Ballot - Round One 

Species: Ross ' s Goose (Chen rossii) 

Date of Sighting: 4 March 1999 to 13 March 1999 

(_ "' Location: BUTLER 
County: CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP 
Observer(s): Mark Williams, Paul Hess, Deborah Hess, Mike Fialkovich, Walt Shaffer 

Date of Submission: 1999 
Submitted by: Mark Williams, Paul Hess, Mike Fialkovich, Walt Shaffer 

Written Descriotion: Yes Photo: Yes Soecirnen: No Recording: No 

Class Class 
Member Class I Class II Abstain 

III IV-A Class Class 
IV-B IV-C 

Class V 

G. Armistead ~ 
D. Couchman >< 
P. Hess X. 
R. Ickes >< 
M. Sharp X 
B. Reid )<-

P. Rodewald X 
TOTALS =r 
DECISION ><:: 
Comments: :J/o 

A/ 
Signature (Secretary): ?//'!~&-~~~ Date: 3 /1 ij q 1 
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